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Abstract
This paper presents a case study highlighting the best practices for designing and developing a B2B e-commerce system. We developed a remote order-and-delivery web-based system for an auto-parts manufacturing company. The system requirements were determined by interviewing employee stakeholders. An initial scenario of the system was prototyped and refined until the users and developers were satisfied. A formalized specification of the requirements employing Use-Case Diagrams and based on event flow was developed and coded using XML. This helped keep the documentation simple and clear. Testing was performed at the component level allowing for feedback to previous steps when errors appeared. Digital signatures were employed for implementing security. The end product enabled a reduction in the processing time of transactions, reduced processing cost, improved accuracy, efficiency, reliability, and security of transmitted data; and our strategy shortened the System Development Life Cycle.

1. Introduction and Technology Overview
The Internet has completely changed the way most businesses operate today. E-commerce uses interconnected computers to create and transform business relationships. Web applications provide business solutions that improve the quality of goods and services, increase the speed of service delivery, and reduce the cost of business operations. However, many ventures into web application development fail because the systems are very complex and the users’ requirements are continuously changing. Inefficient communication between the end user and the developer is another contributing factor. To successfully accomplish the development of a web application, one needs to visually model the system’s architecture. A visual model helps in coherently grasping the changing user requirements and effectively communicates them to the development team.

Requirements analysis along with abstraction (i.e., removing unnecessary details) are critical factors in web application development. It is easier and more cost-effective to correct an error at the requirement or design stage than at the implementation or maintenance stage. Further, formal (rigorous) specification provides unambiguous, precise and correct understanding of the user’s requirements. Traditional requirement analysis consists of identifying relevant data functions that a software system would support. The data to be handled by the system might be described in terms of entity-relationship diagrams, while the functions might be described in terms of data flows [1]. Indeed, object-oriented analysis techniques offer Class, Use-Case, State Chart, and Sequence diagrams along with other diagrammatic notations for modeling.

Güell et al. [2] presents a method that performs requirements gathering for conceptual and navigational design of Web applications based on Scenarios, Use-Case and User Interaction Diagrams (UIDs). Scenarios are used to validate the requirements and are automatically generated from the Use-Cases obtained from the users. They are also used to describe interface and navigational aspects, especially in the redesign of an existing web site.

This paper describes the development of a B2B e-commerce system using Use-Case diagrams and Scenarios for requirements analysis [3, 4], as well as, Digital Signatures and XML. Critical success factors including effective communication between users and
developers, processing time, process cost, reusability, efficiency, security etc. for successfully building an e-commerce system are considered [5-10].

Section 2 provides background information on the areas of UML, Digital Signatures, XML as well as the critical success factors, mentioned above, needed for building a successful web application. The research methodology adopted for requirements analysis is described in Section 3. Section 4 details the client and server applications and other implementation details for the application. Finally, the conclusions and scope of future work are presented in Section 5.

2. Background and Related Research

Developing a web application requires making decisions and selecting technologies to support those decisions. We developed the B2B system described in this paper using UML and Use-Case diagrams for formalization of user requirements; XML for documenting and transmission of data; and digital signatures for security purposes; steered by the critical success factors along the development process. Background information on each of these topics and related research in these areas are presented in this section.

2.1 Related work on Use-Case Diagrams

Visual modeling is a way of thinking about problems using modeling organized around real-world ideas [11]. Models are useful for understanding problems, communicating with project team members (customers, domain experts, analysts, designers, etc.), modeling enterprises, preparing documentation, and designing programs and databases. Models promote better understanding of the requirements by filtering out nonessential details and establishing the most suitable architectural basis for design. Software systems that have been thoroughly modeled tend to be more maintainable systems.

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a language used to specify, visualize, and document the artifacts of an object-oriented system under development. It represents the unification of the Booch, OMT (Rumbaugh), OOSE (Jacobson), and Objectory notations, as well as the best ideas from a number of other methodologists. UML is an attempt to standardize the artifacts of analysis and design: semantic models, syntactic notation, and diagrams. It provides a very robust notation, which grows from analysis into design. Certain elements of the notation (e.g., classes, associations, aggregations, inheritance) are introduced during analysis. Other elements of the notation (e.g., containment implementation indicators and properties) are introduced during design.

The Rational Rose product family was developed to provide developers with a complete set of visual modeling tools to ensure robust, efficient solutions to needs in the client/server, distributed enterprise, and real-time systems environments. Rational Rose products share a common universal standard, making modeling accessible to nonprogrammers wanting to model business processes as well as to programmers modeling applications logic. Although it is one of the leading OO-CASE tools, Rational Rose requires considerable improvements in the support of OO characteristics, prototyping and support for teamwork development [12].

Use-Case Diagrams model the user requirements and their interactions with the system at a very high level of abstraction. They are very useful for early requirements analysis because they enforce the identification of the different users and uses of a system while at the same time being easily understood by customers [13]. In addition, Class, Instance, Sequence, Collaboration, Class State, Activity, and Implementation Diagrams are also present. UML can overcome most problems and be used to model most aspects of a system. The activity flow model has been successfully adapted to industrial projects including a leading German organization in the banking sector [14]. The UML architectural framework consists of five views: Use-Case, Design, Implementation, Process, and Deployment. The contents of each architecture view are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture Style</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use-Case View</td>
<td>Explain System Behavior View for End User, Analyst, Designer, and Tester. Specify factors of concrete system architecture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design View</td>
<td>Present system service to End User. Consists of Class, Interface, Collaboration that make problem and solution area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process View</td>
<td>Present system ability, flexibility, and capacity. Consists of Threads and Process that make system consistency and synchronize mechanism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation View</td>
<td>Present shape management of systemic placement. Consists of Component and File that make physical system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment View</td>
<td>Present distribution, release, and settlement view of system physical part. Consists of Node that make H/W shape.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


UML has been used in the development of business information systems based on business object components [15], business process modeling [14, 16], and design service components of a telecommunications management system [17] (including component...
generation in a financial enterprise framework [18]).
UML can be used within the context of a service-based
architecture and component-based process [19]. Use-
cases may be employed not only to create the
architecture but also for testing and as a vehicle for
solution delivery. UML notation can also be used to
model families of systems [20]. UML supports
architecture phase documentation [21] through its
development and component diagrams. Use-Case
diagrams may be enhanced by providing contracts as a
formal counterpart [22]. There are two important
relationships among Use-Cases, namely uses and extends
which provide an object-oriented specification technique
specially designed for formalization [23].

2.2 B2B Electronic Commerce and XML

In this paper, we focus on B2B e-commerce. The
trend of e-commerce transactions shows that B2B
transactions increased from 8 billion U.S dollars in 1997
to $183 billion U.S dollars in 2001 [24]. In Japan, it is
predicted that the amount in B2B transactions will reach
$680 billion U.S dollars in 2003, while in the USA, it
should reach $1650 billion U.S dollars [25].
Accordingly, only companies that can manage B2B e-
commerce will survive in the global mega-competition.

Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) is the ability to
perform business transactions involving the exchange of
goods and services between two or more parties using
electronic tools and techniques. Electronic commerce
can be subdivided into four distinct categories: Business-
to-Business (B2B), Business-to-Consumer, Business-to-
Administration, and Consumer-to-Administration [26].
B2B e-commerce has its roots in electronic data
interchange (EDI) networks established between large
buyers and suppliers within a specific industry. E-
commerce enables companies to conduct their business
from prospecting to order processing and delivery on-
line.

B2B e-commerce includes the use of exchanges –
internet-based marketplaces in which companies can
purchase or sell a variety of products, some generic
across industries and others specific to a given industry
[27]. Exchange technologies are basically web sites that
use a standard language, XML, to facilitate application-
to-application data exchange. XML allows information
regarding orders, purchases, payments, and products to
be easily understood by other computers and makes the
benefits of EDI accessible to organizations of all sizes.

Researchers have conducted several studies and
validated the use of the technology acceptance model
(TAM) for building web applications [28]. Security,
audibility, non-repudiation of transactions, internet
technology for the creation of digital receipt and
improved articulation of digital signatures are important
to B2B e-commerce. Barclay T. Blair and John Boyer
[29] suggested a method that supports them by using
XFDFL (eXtensible Forms Description Language). David
A. Marca and Beth A. Perdue [30] presented a software
engineering tool for developing process-oriented Internet
applications that implement e-business connections.

In Web application development, desirable
technologies include (1) e-commerce as a domain for
system development, (2) PC-based server software as a
platform, (3) HTML as a document design vehicle, (4)
the Common Gateway Interface (CGI), (5) Visual Basic
to CGI and, (6) a DBMS as a live data source [31]. We
considered several development tools for building web
applications suggested by Jim Q. Chen and Richard D
[32]. Client-side processing require Java Applets and
ActiveX components. Server-side processing require
CGI, ISAPI, ODBC, Java, JavaScript, VBScript,
ActiveX, and CGI-script (Perl, C, C++). Other
challenges of web application development include
security, content-rich maintenance, integration with
legacy systems, fast development, scalability and load
balancing.

This paper considers factors such as ease of use,
speed, accuracy, security and reliability; all essential for
building a B2B e-commerce system successfully [26]. We
used DTDs (Document Type Definitions) and XML
elements to denote the input and output of the service
and values.

2.3 Digital Signatures

Digital signatures utilize encryption technology and
offer such functions as signer certifications,
forgey/falsification identification and transmission as
well as repudiation. Figure 1 is a brief digital signature
algorithm. It first creates a message digest by applying
hash functions on a message that the sender will
transmit. The hashing function creates a code value of regular length (a value that differentiates each message) by mapping a certain function for a message.

The code value is created using a single direction function (simplex) that cannot be used to unencrypt original messages. The sender encrypts the message with its private key and the message digest sends it to the receiver. The receiver, using the sender’s public key, decodes the digital signature. A successful process is the signer’s certification and transmission repudiation blockade. A message digest is also created. The receiver creates the message digest in a separate way as hash function MD5 from the original message that is received with digital signatures.

Use of a message digest offers the following advantage: the message digest is encoded instead of encoding all messages by public key encoding methodology, the run time is reduced and the integrity of the message can be confirmed and forgery and/or falsification of messages can be prevented.

2.4 Critical Success Factors for Building B2B E-commerce Systems

We address the CSF (Critical Success Factors) for building B2B e-commerce systems in this section. At a minimum, e-commerce systems should increase the processing speed, accuracy, and efficiency of business and personal transactions. However, B2B e-commerce faces problems like partial solutions, rigid requirements, limited interoperability, insufficient trust and security and a lack of integration with existing business models. Therefore, we must consider factors like security, trust and reputation, legal expertise, speed, reliability, accuracy, efficiency of business and transactions when building such systems[26].

A scalable electronic brokerage architecture is required that can, not only handle the diverse nature of existing and future goods and services, but also the heterogeneity of the systems and networks deployed by the various actors (customers, suppliers, brokers, developers) involved in the supply chain [5]. Adaptive business objects and controlled interoperability among business alliances are the key enabling technologies needed to meet the challenge of integrated value chains [6].

There are two key security requirements: first, to provide users with integrated tools that guarantee privacy, security and fair trade in a framework that protects against criminal behavior and technical failure. Second, to provide suppliers with an environment that enables them to freely change the market model they use for trading digital goods [7]. A role-based access model for e-commerce has been suggested that separates the organizational models from applications. Such a model allows for flexible modeling of organizational policies and dynamic authorization requirements in a rapidly changing business world [8].

Collaborative reputation mechanisms can provide personalized evaluations of ratings assigned to users to predict their reliability [9]. In this way, negotiation and trading between unrelated parties can be facilitated. Tan and Thoen [10] presented a legal expert system for e-commerce that provides on-line explanations and reasoning about the use of trading terms e.g., types of delivery for traded goods in contracts.

We have established the following CSF for building successful B2B e-commerce systems: (1) harmonious communication between users and developers, (2) reduced processing time of transactions, (3) reduced processing cost of transactions, (4) accuracy of business and transactions data, (5) efficiency of the systems that we are going to implement, (6) shortened systems development life cycle, (7) reliability of transactions data, and (8) security of transmitted data.

3. Empirical Study

A detailed empirical study based on the above stated factors is presented. The methodology and process described here employs Use-Case diagrams for requirement analysis and forms the basis of our research on our best practices contribution.

For the purpose of establishing a best practice, and based on the research of Albert Zündorf [33], we implemented a remote order and delivery web-based system for an auto-parts manufacturing company. The process methodology is shown in Figure 2. Myung Shin is a small auto parts manufacturing company (supplier/vendor) that delivers its products to several large automobile companies. Myung Shin set out to build a B2B system that is faster and more convenient. The main goal was to improve the order and delivery process between its own company and other remote businesses (contractors). First, we drew up a scenario that captured...
the existing order and delivery system based on the study by Jean-Charles Pomerol [3] as shown in Figure 3.

3.1 Research Process and Methodology

The first step in the process is to obtain the user requirements. Users are presented with a scenario that is refined until they (the users) are satisfied with the corresponding prototype. All requirements concerning business and transaction data are also developed in this step. The next step includes formalizing the user requirements with Use-Case diagrams (based on event flow using). These specifications provide easy readability and understandability of the requirements. An iterative methodology is followed to ensure that all requirement-prototypes and designs conform to the needs of the users. The order and delivery system was implemented using UML, XML and digital signatures as shown in Figure 4. The critical success factors were the controlling criteria in the implementation scheme.

3.2 User Requirements and Use-Case Diagram

After developing our order/delivery scenario, we developed Use-Case Diagrams based on the aforementioned scenario and the user’s requirements with Rational Rose as shown in Figure 4.

3.2.1. Main Flow of Events. When employees A and B of a business company request an item, the order and delivery system is started. The Use-Case is shown in Figure 4 and works as follows: (1) Input ordering data in delivering data input flow is processed, (2) Input data is verified, (3) XML data is sent to the server, (4) Receiver M logs in at the server, (5) Verifying employee verifies the received digital signature, (6) Transaction results in XML documentation being processed, and (7) Close Use-Case.

3.2.2. Alternative Flow of Events. If an employee omits an essential item in the order then the input ordering data will not be processed. If the server does not properly verify the digital signature that was received, an exception is generated and the employee responsible for verifying each order terminates the order.

3.2.3. Special Requirements. The DTD (Document Type Definition) must exist in a Global Repository to verify XML data. Also, XSL (eXtensible Stylesheet Language) must also exist in the repository to enable expression of XML data.

3.2.4. Preconditions. First, the order and delivery system of employee A, B and Receiver M go ahead of all. Second, Use-Case Diagram needs to maintain Internet connection because of Internet based programs. Third, the database server has to exist to manage transaction data.

3.2.5. Post conditions. Though the Use-Case is closed, the document ordered and delivered off-Line has to be processed continuously. And, an order and delivery business of physical goods must be processed continuously.

4. Implementation and Tangible Benefits

Figure 5 is the context diagram of the system. The proposed B2B system exchanges only server programs and encoded files while communicating with other companies.
business companies. The XML documentation is transmitted by using a socket on the application. The DTD and XSL are saved in a global repository and are used by the web browser’s parser for validation based on the information in the XML documentation itself that is sent and received as shown in Figure 5.

The first row of Figure 6 shows that the Korean language is used as the encoding language. The version number is also indicated. The second row specifies the name of the XML documentation and the location of the global repository where the DTD is saved.

4.1 Client Application

Only certified employees can execute the client program for security reasons. Figure 7 shows the screen to input the data that is to be delivered. The data is stored in XML format on the client when the Order button is clicked and is validated against the DTD.

The screen in Figure 8 confirms validation by web browsers on the client application by referring to the DTD that was saved in the global repository. If the input data wasn’t in accord with the DTD, an error is displayed. By clicking the Sign button in Figure 8, digital signature files are created that are translated to XML data for transmission.

Figure 9 is a digital signatures file that applies the digital signatures algorithm (MD5 hash algorithm) of the RSAEuro encoded library and adopts a 1024-bit password key to a message digest file. Figure 9 shows a screen that is opened as a text editor. It is formalized as a length of 64byte. If we click the Send-Quit button (Figure 8), XML data and the digital signature are transmitted to the server.

4.2 Server Application

On the server side, we receive an XML file and a digital signature file simultaneously from the client through the course of Figure 9. Decoding the digital signature file with the public key of sender (obtained from an earlier exchange) produces the message digest. After decoding the message digest and the digital signatures that were created from XML data, we compare these message digests with each other. If the compared results are the same, the transaction is certified.

Figure 9 confirms the digital signature by the algorithm that is in the RSAEuro library, and when the received digital signature is inconsistent, an error message is displayed while at the same time the operation is stopped. Figure 10 is the employee’s certification screen that enables access to the global repository which can then be used to identify the
received XML data at the server.

Figure 11 is the screen that displays the XML documentation that was delivered, after the digital signature has been verified and the data validated against the DTD and the XSL in the global repository.

**4.3 Tangible Benefits**

*First, communication between the developers and the users was harmonious.* That is, by producing conceptually and physically visualized and specified output using Use-Case Diagram and XML, the communications between developers and employees were improved.

*Second, processing time of the business and employee’s transaction data was reduced.* In the past, employees managed order and delivery documents by writing directly on paper. Moving the order and delivery system onto the Internet reduced the time needed to process business/employee’s transaction data.

*Third, the processing cost was reduced.* This conclusion is based on the annual salary of an employee. Namely, we compared between the times when the B2B e-commerce system wasn’t and was implemented. There was a cost savings of roughly $12,000 USD per month.

*Fourth, the accuracy of transaction data was improved resulting in less rework.* The system was more responsive (i.e., interactive) and therefore employees were less apt to commit errors (the user interface provided a more intuitive environment). For these reasons, the accuracy of transaction data input to the system (e.g., auto parts codes were tabulated) was greatly improved.

*Fifth, efficiency of the system was improved.* Unit components were designed by separating concerns into functions. In this way, the system designed was extensible and reusable. Perfective and corrective maintenance were greatly simplified by this component based object-oriented approach. Consequently our system evolved into a more usable and ultimately more efficient system.

*Sixth, the development life cycle for the system was shortened* by applying our development methodology, a combination of SDLC (System Development Life Cycle) and PDLC (Prototyping Development Life Cycle).

*Seventh, the reliability of the system was improved.* Errors were reduced because employees retrieved the relevant auto parts (and other information) from tables stored in memory and without input through keyboard when they worked on an order/delivery.

*Eighth, we ensured security of transmitted data* by using digital signatures while transmitting data. This enabled authentication of identity and repudiation of forgery/falsification.

**5. Conclusions and Future Work**

In this paper, we have described the implementation of a B2B e-commerce system for the order and delivery of auto parts. Requirements analysis was carried out using scenarios and formalized using Use-Case diagrams. Digital signatures were employed for implementing security. Order and delivery documentation was made simple and clear through the use of XML. Eight critical success factors were used as controlling parameters while building the application.

The implementation approach preserved and promoted harmonious communication between the users and developers. The end product achieved a reduction in the processing time of transactions, reduced processing cost including improved accuracy, efficiency and security of transmitted data. Also, the strategy seemingly shortened the System Development Life Cycle.

In general, the typical B2B e-commerce characteristic is heterogeneity, especially in the types of
product information that is needed. Strategies for the successful implementation of such systems depend on both the standardization and the accommodation of such heterogeneity. For future work, the tools that we are considering for accomplishing this include XML, DTD (Document type definitions), ICE (Information and Context Exchange), and CBL (Common Business Library) [34]. Further research on the convergence of XML technologies and software engineering will also be done.

Wolfgang Emmererich et al. [35] claim that the strengths of middleware and markup languages are complementary. They expect this combination to be used in the future for distributed systems where complex data structures need to be transmitted between distributed off-the-shelf components and semantic transformations performed. Soon-Kyeeong Kim and David Carrington [36] present a formal basis for syntactic structures and semantics of core UML class constructs, and also provide a basis for reasoning about UML class diagrams in their paper. They translate UML class constructs to Object-Z constructs as being based on this formal description.

Dupuy et al. [37] present RoZ, an automated tool for generating a Z formal specification An XML web environment for projecting integrated formal models (TCOZ: Integrated model of state-based Object-Z and event-based Timed CSP) to UML diagrams and several ways of using UML for designing effective software architectures have also been suggested [38].

In the future, we plan on building a B2B e-commerce system using Advanced Visual Modeling Technique and Object-Z. Study of a natural language processing technique for semantic modeling of user’s requirements will also be undertaken.
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